
A. Blue Fish Item #: 0792905B  SKU: 7929-05 - 1 yd

B. Black Lures Item #: 0792812B  SKU: 7928-12 - 11/4 yds

C. White Lakeside Words Item #: 0792707B  SKU: 7927-07 - 2 1/4yds

D. Lake House Stripe Item #: 0793099B  SKU: 7930-99 - 13/8 yds

E. Blue Netting Item #: 0793205B  SKU: 7932-05 - 1/4 yd

F. Black Netting Item #: 0793212B  SKU: 7932-12 - 1/8 yd

G. Blue Lures Item #: 0792805B  SKU: 7928-05 - 5/8 yd

H. Blue Lakehouse Motif  Item #: 0793105B  SKU: 7931-05 - 13/8 yd

I. LAKESIDE FUSSY CUT BOXES Item #: 0792612B  SKU: 7926-12 - 1/4 yd is best and more than you need to allow for 

cutting variations; (you only need (6) fussy cut squares and 1/8 yd is the exact amount)

BACKING OF CHOICE: 5 1/4 yards

For the intermediate to advanced sewer

Lakeside Cozy Quilt
by Andi Metz



1d. RST, Sew 8 Chevron Blocks to 8 Tail Blocks, Press. RST, 
Sew 6 Head Block to the previous block to complete the fish. 
Press.

1a. Cut (6) 7” squares of both blue  and black. With a ruler, draw 
2 diagonal lines on wrong side of blue fabric. Right sides together 
(RST), Sew blue square to black square sewing on both sides of 
diagonal lines. Repeat. Cut square in half and in half again so you 
have four 31/2” squares then cut the diagonal lines. Gently press 
open so you do not stretch your square. Square to 21/2”. You will 
have 48 half square triangles.

Fish - FABRIC: A. Go fish Blue & B. Lures Black

You will have 24 pieces
Chevron Block

1c. Cut (2) 21/2” strips of both black and blue fabric. RST, Strip 
sew 8 Chevron Blocks to black fabric. RST, Strip sew 8 Chevron 
Blocks to blue fabric. Trim to 51/2” & Press.

Tail 
Block

Head 
Block

1e. Using remaining black strip, cut to 21/2”x51/2” pieces and 
sew strips together lengthwise, press. Sew to this piece to Head 
Block. Sew Tail Block to new Head Block to make large fish. 

1f. Arrange Fish and sew blocks together. Cut (8) 11/2”strips of 
blue fabric and Sew strips in sets of 2 together on short end. Sew 
strip set to both top and bottom of fish block set as shown; it 
should measure 46.5”.
 .

Using leftover blue strip, Strip sew 2 Head blocks to blue strip, 
Trim and Press.

2a. As in step 1a, Cut (3) 7” squares of both black and cream. 
Draw the diagonal lines, sew on both sides of lines. Cut in half 
(31/2” squares) then cut on the diagonal line. Gently press open. 
You will have 24, but need only 18 squares. Square to 21/2”. 

2b. Cut (2) 11/2” strips of black. Strip piece sew 9 triangles as 
shown. Trim to square = 21/2”. Sew 9 half triangle on other side.                    

You will have 9 pieces
Chevron Block

2c. Cut (3) Chevron Blocks to 11/2” wide for the oar top, discarding 
the excess piece with the point. Cut (1) 21/2” strips of each black, 
blue & cream fabric. Refer to steps in 1C for Strip sewing to make 
the blocks below.

Paddle 
Block

Oar 
Block

Handle 
Block

(3)

(2) (1)
Keep

Discard

1b. Cut (2) 11/2” strips of black. Strip sew 24 half square triangles 
as shown. Trim to square, should be 21/2”. Sew half triangle on 
other side of black edge.                    

Paddle Block
top

Oar Block
top

(1)(2)

2e. Cut (10) 21/2”x51/2” of black. Sew (5) together length wise. Re-
peat for remaining. Strip sew Paddle Block top to black strip set, 
trim & press. Sew Paddle Block top to Paddle Block as shown.                          

2d. Strip sew all Oar Blocks to black strip, trim & press. Strip 
sew Oar Blocks to blue strip, trim & press. Sew Oar Block Top 
to red 21/2” fussy-cut oar strip. Trim & press. Sew Oar Block to 
Oar Block Top as shown.

2f. Cut (6) 21/2” strips of cream & (3) 11/2” strips of black. Strip sew 
to white to black, then cream to form handle. Cut that into (3) 
271/2” pieces. Sew to finish Oar & Paddles, handle & handle block.

11/2” wide

You will have 3 oars total, Rotate and 
sew together to make Oar set

Press (8) seams towards to center
Press (16) seams towards outside

Sew new strip block 
to Head Block

11/2”strip set sewn together

Oars - FABRIC: A. Go fish Blue, B. Lures Black, C. Lakeside 
Words Cream, D. Stripe cut red 21/2” wide fussy-cut oar strip 



Fussy-Cut Panels - FABRIC: I. Lakeside Fussy Cut Boxes, F. Black 
Netting, E. Blue Netting, & C. Lakeside Words Cream

3a. Fussy-Cut 6 of your favorite panels to measure 41/2” x 51/2”.
3b. Cut  (3) 2” strips of blue and (2) 2” strips of black. RST, strip 
sew short sides of 4 panels to blue and short sides of 2 panels to 
black. Trim & press. Repeat for long sides.

2 panels 
in black

4 panels 
in blue

3c. Cut (2) 73/4” strips of 
cream. RST, Strip sew all 
long side tops to cream. 
Trim & press.
From leftover strip, sew to 
bottom of 2 blue panels. 

Fussy Cut Boats FABRIC: 
D. Stripe

4a. Fussy Cut the boat strip 
from panel, cutting 1/4” 
oustide of the blue lines. It 
should measure 41/4” tall. 
You will need (2) 47” strips.

3d. Cut (8) 4 1/4” strips of cream. 
RST, sew 2 strips on short end 
together to create long strip. You 
will now have 4 long strips. Strip 
sew lengthwise on both sides of 
long ends of fussy cut panel strip.

3e. Sew Panels to Oars as 
shown to finish center of quilt.

Assemble as shown.
Borders G. Blue Lures & H. Blue Lakehouse Motif

1st Border cut (8) 21/2 strips. 2nd Border cut (8) 51/2” strips
Note, the fish set is rotated on the bottom of quilt.

Add batting and backing.

Quilt measures 60” x 851/2”
Enjoy your a-‘luring” quilt. 


